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The Swiss South African Cooperation Initiative (SSACI) is a public-private
partnership in development. It aims to strengthen the public skills training
system in South Africa and thereby open up new pathways to skilled
employment for young South Africans.
SSACI developed this task book as part of its FET College Project in
collaboration with colleges, college lecturers and provincial department
officials. It was developed for use as the second practical assignment of the
internal continuous assessment (ICASS) component of the NC (V) for level
4 students registered for the programme concerned.
This use has been approved by the Department of Higher Education and
Training (DHET): Curriculum Development and Support Directorate for
colleges that meet the criteria for implementing it. Colleges interested in
using the book as an ICASS practical assignment, must apply to this
directorate for permission.
We would like to thank the colleges, lecturers and officials that assisted with
the development of this book for their invaluable help. It is hoped that this
task book, and the other task books and logbooks developed through the
FET College Project, serve as useful resources.
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PART 1: UNDERSTANDING WBE
WELCOME TO WBE
Welcome to workplace-based experience (WBE). For many of you this will be your first real
exposure to a workplace in the field in which you are training. We hope that this will be a
valuable experience for you. To gain the full benefit from your experience, though, you must
make the most of your time in the workplace. Take the opportunity to learn as much as you
can about how your host employer operates and the kind of work your course is preparing
you to do. Remember, you will learn best by asking questions and, whenever possible,
taking part in workplace tasks. The diagram below provides ideas on how you can get the
most out of your work placement.

Before your work placement
Think about what you would like to learn in the workplace.
Find out about your host employer. Take an active part in
college activities to prepare you for your placement.

HOW TO GET THE
MOST OUT OF YOUR
WORK PLACEMENT

During your work placement

During and after your
work placement

Take initiative and talk to people in the
workplace. Ask questions. Show that you
are interested and willing to learn. Offer to
help.

Complete your WBE task book thoughtfully.
Think about what you have learned in the
workplace and how this relates to what you
are learning at college.
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
We hope that during their WBE, students will be exposed to workplace activities that
relate to their programme of study.
This programme overview has been included to help employers and students link the WBE
provided with what students are learning at college. It lists the subjects that form part of the
three-year programme and the topics per subject in the final year. In each year, NC (V)
programmes include:




three vocational,
one optional, and
three fundamental subjects.

Subjects: Electrical Infrastructure Construction (EIC)
Fundamental
subjects



Language:
English



Mathematics or
Mathematical
Literacy



Life Orientation

Level 2 core subjects

Level 3 core subjects

Level 4 core subjects

(all compulsory)

(all compulsory)

(all compulsory)



Electrical Principles and
Practice



Electrical Principles and
Practice



Electrical Principles and
Practice



Electronic Control and
Digital Electronics



Electronic Control and
Digital Electronics



Electronic Control and
Digital Electronics



Workshop Practice



Electrical Workmanship



Electrical Workmanship

Level 2 optional subjects

Level 3 optional subjects

Level 4 optional subjects

(one of available options) *

(one of available options) *

(one of available options) *



Electrical Systems and
Construction



Electrical Systems and
Construction



Electrical Systems and
Construction



Physical Science



Physical Science



Physical Science

Subject topics: Level 4
Electrical Principles and
Practice (EPP)

Electrical Workmanship
(EW)

Electrical Systems and
Construction (ESC)

Electronic Control and
Digital Electronics
(ECDE)

1.

Fundamentals of
electricity

1.

Apply safety in the
workplace

1.

Electrical Infrastructure

1.

2.

2.

Generation and supply
of electricity

2.

Typical electrical
installations

Construction of a threephase circuit

Alternating current
theory

2.

3.

Fundamentals of
electronics

3.

Earthing practices

3.

Transformers

Illumination (to be
implemented 2015)

3.

4.

Basic design
procedures

5.

Electrical machines

4.

Domestic appliances
and portable electrical
power tools

Construction of a threephase medium voltage
overhead supply to
domestic houses

4.

Binary decoding and
loading software onto a
computer

5.

Operating PLCs

5.

4.

Electric machines and
control gear

Inspection of a threephase
industrial/commercial
installation

5.

Fault-finding and
maintenance of threephase voltage electric
circuits

6.

Renewable energy (to
be implemented 2015)
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INSTRUCTIONS TO COMPLETE WBE
This task book provides you with a structured experience of the workplace. WBE is your
practical task 2 and the task book needs to be completed in full for you to get a good
mark for this.
The book is arranged in the order of what you need to do before you go to the workplace,
what you need to do when at the workplace and what you have to do when back at the
college.

Carefully follow the process below:

Image: Sippa Korn / freedigitalphotos.net

By now (with the assistance of your college) you would have found an employer willing to
host you for WBE. Before you go into the workplace there are 4 administrative forms that
need to be completed and signed by you, your guardian, the college and the employer.
Before you go to the workplace make sure you know the task book well and know what is
required in each activity. Ask your lecturer/WBE mentor to explain anything that is not clear.
This task book consists of two sections. Section A includes 3 general workplace activities
and section B includes 3 subject specific activities. Please complete ALL 6 activities in the
task book in as much detail as possible.
You do not need to do the activities (or answer the questions) in a set order. The information
you collect on a day-to-day basis will depend on what you do daily in the real workplace. As
you get information, fill it in. Also you may collect certain information while in the workplace
but only complete the activity in full when back at the college. But remember, when you
leave the employer you cannot go back, so be sure you have all the information you
need.
Your final steps in the WBE process are getting the evaluation forms from the employer
before you leave the workplace as well as completing your own evaluation. This is followed
by the assessment of the task book by your lecturers.
Over the page, you will find a diagrammatic overview of the structure and content of
your task book. Please study this as it will help you understand your book.
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Part 2:
The Forms

Form 1: Employer and college contact information
Form 2: Student profile and contact information
E
Form 3: Student learning agreement
Form 4: Indemnity form and ID
1. Workplace induction checklist
Section A: General
activities

Task 1.Overview of the workplace

2. Daily log and journal

3. Investigate the workplace and
your career path

Part 3:
WBE Activities

Section B: Subject
activities

Task 2.Health and safety
aspects
Task 3. Appreciate your career
path

4. Conduct electrical tests and perform basic electrical tasks in
an industrial or domestic workplace environment (EPP, EW
and ESC)
5. Test and inspect power tools at the host employer (EW and
ESC)
6. Identify and work with electronic devices at the host employer
(Electronic Control and Digital Electronics)

Summary

Part 4: Confirmation
& Evaluation of WBE

Summary for providing feedback on WBE

Employer letter to confirm student work experience
Employer evaluation of student
Student evaluation of WBE

Part 5:
Assessment
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PART 2: PREPARATION AND WBE FORMS
Form 1

Employer and college contact information

The Forms
Form 2

Student profile and contact information

The Forms
Form 3

Student learning agreement

Form 4

Indemnity form and ID

Image: Luigi diamanti / freedigitalphotos.net

Instructions to prepare for WBE
Before you start your WBE you need to make sure ALL 4 administrative forms are
completed and signed, if necessary, by you, your guardian (if you are under 18), the college
and the employer. Ask your lecturer/WBE mentor to check the forms before you go into
the workplace.

You also need to complete other important preparation tasks:


If you are under 18, give your parent/guardian the letter from your college about your
WBE placement (letter to be provided by your college).



With the assistance of your college, make transport arrangements to get to your host
employer.



Find out about your host employer’s dress code and/or personal protective equipment
(PPE) requirements. Make sure you are able to comply. Obtain the personal protective
equipment (PPE) required, if necessary.

Know the task book
Read through your task book very carefully (especially the activities in part 3) before your
placement so you know what information you will have to find in the workplace.
Image: Creativedoxfoto / freedigitalphotos.net
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FORM 1: EMPLOYER AND COLLEGE CONTACT INFORMATION
Employer contact information
Name of employer
Address of
employer
Employer phone
number
Main employer
contact person

Name
Contact number
Email address

Second employer
contact person

Name
Contact number

College contact information
Name of college
Information on the
college campus at
which the student is
based

Name of
campus
Campus
address
Campus phone
number

WBE Coordinator

Name
Contact number

Student WBE
mentor

Name
Contact number

Contact your college mentor if you need help!
If you have a problem during your WBE placement, you should call your college
workplace mentor as soon as possible and discuss it with him or her.
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FORM 2: STUDENT PROFILE AND CONTACT INFORMATION

Full name
Student contact
number
Address

Name of
parent/guardian

Contact
number
parent/guardian

ID number

Age

Name of medical aid
(if you have one)

Medical aid no.

Driver’s licence

Yes

No

Means of
transport

Last school attended

Highest school
qualification

NC(V) programme

Level

Why I chose to study
this NC(V)
programme

My future goals

What I hope to learn
during my WBE
placement
Previous work or
experience I have
had
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FORM 3: STUDENT LEARNING AGREEMENT
Congratulations! You have been selected to participate in WBE at your college. This is a
wonderful opportunity for you to learn about your chosen occupation and improve your
employment prospects.
You will be placed at (employer) ………………………………..…………………………..
for…....…. days, from (start date)……………...…… to (end date)……..………..………
You need to remember that you are now an ambassador for your college. Your behaviour
during your WBE placement therefore needs to be excellent. During your WBE placement
you need to comply with your college’s code of conduct as well as the rules of your host
employer. Any problems or discipline matters that arise will be managed by your college.
During your WBE placement you will be required to:
 Maintain professional behaviour at all times
 Follow the instructions of the workplace representatives responsible for you
 Comply with workplace rules and regulations. This includes following the dress code and
wearing any personal protective equipment (PPE) required
 Be punctual and adhere to the work hours required of you
 Take responsibility for making your workplace experience valuable
 Complete the activities in your task book
 Ensure that your host employer completes and signs off the required sections in your
task book
When you return to the college you will be required to:
 Hand in your fully completed task book
 Give feedback on your WBE experience

Student

For the college

For the employer

Name

Name

Name

………………………………...
Signature

………………………………...
Signature

………………………………...
Signature

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………

Date

Date

Date

………………………………

………………………………

………………………………
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FORM 4: INDEMNITY FORM

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE INDEMNITY FORM



If you are under 18, your parent or guardian needs to complete the indemnity form and sign it. If
you are over 18, you need to complete and sign it yourself.
Depending on who completes the form, cross out the part that is not relevant. For instance, if you
complete and sign the form, cross out the phrase ‘parent/guardian of the trainee’ at the top of the
form.

I ______________________________________ (full name and surname), the
parent/guardian of the trainee / the trainee (cross out part not relevant), hereby indemnify
__________________________________ (name of temporary host employer), its
employees and its agents against any claims of any nature whatsoever which may be
brought against them by the trainee/me, ______________________________________
(full name and surname of the trainee) or any third party or other person claiming on behalf
of the trainee/me arising out of the trainee’s / my death or injury or loss of or damage to the
trainee’s/my property as a result of entering into and remaining on
_____________________________ (name of temporary host employer)’s premises,
whether the claim is based on ________________________________ (name of temporary
host employer) negligence or on the negligence of any of its employees or agents for which
they may be liable.
________________________________
Name (full name and surname)

____________________________________
Designation (parent/guardian or trainee)

________________________________
Signature

____________________________________
Date

CERTIFIED COPY OF ID OR PASSPORT (paste in)
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PART 3 – SECTION A: GENERAL ACTIVITIES

1. Workplace induction checklist
Section A:
General activities

2. Daily log and journal

3. Investigate the workplace and
your career path

Task 1.Overview of the workplace
Task 2.Health and safety
aspects
Task 3. Appreciate your career
path

Activities 1 to 3 make up 50% of your total assessment for practical task 2. Instructions
to complete the activities are included with each activity.

It is compulsory to complete the following BEFORE you leave the
workplace:


The section A attendance and activity approval page (you MUST get the
supervisor’s signature in both tables).



All pages of the Log and Journal (activity 2).

The section A attendance register and activity approval table (on the next page)
has two tables:


The attendance register, which needs to be signed daily by the student and the
supervisor.



The host employer approval of section A activities. On the last day of your work
placement, once you have completed activities 1 to 3, ask your supervisor to check
and sign this section. Your supervisor’s signature means you have either
completed the activities satisfactorily or obtained all the information you need to
complete any outstanding questions when back at college.
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SECTION A: ATTENDANCE AND ACTIVITY APPROVAL
The student is required to complete the attendance table below and verify that the journal
has been completed for each day of the WBE. The employer’s signature is needed to
approve the attendance and completion of the journal.
ATTENDANCE REGISTER
Date (include)

Time
in

Time
out

Student’s
signature per day

Day 1:

Journal
complete ()
Yes
No

Day 2:

Yes

No

Day 3:

Yes

No

Day 4:

Yes

No

Day 5:

Yes

No

Day 6:

Yes

No

Day 7:

Yes

No

Day 8:

Yes

No

Day 9:

Yes

No

Day 10:

Yes

No

Employer’s
signature per day

HOST EMPLOYER APPROVAL OF SECTION A ACTIVITIES
This approval is only needed once the student has completed tasks / gathered information for all
activities in section A.
The supervisor hereby agrees that the information included for each activity in SECTION A is accurate
and was gathered in a manner acceptable to the employer. Tick YES, if satisfactory and NO, if not.
Activity approved

Yes

No

Activity 1: Workplace induction checklist
Activity 2: Daily log and journal
Activity 3 - Task 1: Overview of the workplace
Activity 3 - Task 2: Health and safety
Activity 3 - Task 3: Appreciate your career path
Supervisor’s name (Print) __________________________________________________________
Supervisor (Signature)______________________________
Student (Signature)_______________________________

Date _______________________
Date ________________________
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SECTION A COMPLETION CHECKLIST:
PRIOR TO ASSESSMENT
This checklist lists the activities and questions that need to be completed in section A
(activities 1-3).


The student uses the checklist to keep track of what has been done and what still needs to
be done by ticking off each fully completed activity.



The lecturer / student WBE mentor uses the checklist to verify that:
o the subject activities have been completed in full
o the employer has approved and signed off section A
o the section is now ready for assessment

THINGS TO DO DURING AND AFTER YOUR WORK PLACEMENT
COMPLETION OF ACTIVITIES
Activity 1:
Induction checklist
Activity 2:
Log and Journal

Activity 3 -Task 1:
Overview of
workplace

Activity 3 - Task 2:
Health and safety

Student
ticks

Lecturer / mentor
signature

Student
ticks

Lecturer / mentor
signature

All 9 rows of the workplace induction checklist are
filled in.
A Daily Activity Log and Journal is completed for
each day of your placement.
The ACTIVITY TABLE FOR FULL WBE PERIOD is
completed and total times have been calculated.
Questions 1 to 7 are complete.
The organisational organogram is drawn and
attached to the task book.
The promotional material (with product or service
circled) is attached to the task book.
All columns of the risk and procedures table
(question 1) are filled in.
Questions 2 and 3 are complete.
You have interviewed someone at the workplace
and completed questions 1 to14.

Activity 3 - Task 3:
Appreciate your
career path
EMPLOYER APPROVAL AND SIGNATURE OBTAINED

The employer has ticked off activity 1.
The employer has ticked off activity 2.
The employer has signed each day of the attendance register and
activity approval table.
The employer has ticked off activity 3.
The employer has SIGNED OFF section A.
COLLEGE APPROVAL
The lecturer or student WBE mentor hereby agrees that SECTION A of the task book is complete and ready
for assessment.
College lecturer / mentor name (Print) ________________________________________________________
College lecturer / mentor (Signature)___________________________
Date _______________________
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ACTIVITY 1
This induction checklist should be completed on the first day of your
placement. It will help you clarify what your host employer expects of you
and how you will be supervised during your placement. Please tick off the
items in the checklist below once you have completed them. You also need
to fill in any additional information required.

Workplace Induction Checklist
Item

Tick

1. I have the name and address of my host employer.
2. I have the name and contact number of the person in the workplace who is responsible for me
during my placement.
Name of my workplace supervisor:
Contact number for my workplace supervisor:
3. I know who I will be reporting to on a day-to-day basis in the workplace.
Names of the people I will report to daily

When I will report to this person

4. I have been introduced to the people I will be reporting to and be working with.
5. I know the rules of my host employer.
6. I know what my host employer expects of me while I am in the workplace.
Things they expect of me include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
7. I know what time I need to be at work daily and when lunch and tea breaks are. These are
as follows:
Work hours:
Lunch time:
Tea times:
8. I have been given a tour of the workplace premises and will be able to find my way around.
9. If I have a problem during my placement I know what to do.
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ACTIVITY2: DAILY LOG AND JOURNAL
THE DAILY LOG AND JOURNAL IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF WBE. IT IS A
record of all the tasks you did in the workplace. The journal counts
for 32 out of the total of 100 marks you can get for section A.

Instructions to complete the Daily Log and Journal:


Complete ONE Log and Journal page for EACH day you are in the workplace. If you
are in the workplace for more than 10 days you can make additional copies of the Log
and Journal pages and insert these into your task book.



It is compulsory to complete an ACTIVITY TABLE for every day you are in the
workplace. Estimate how much time you spend on each activity listed in the table. Then
include your time estimate in the right hand column next to the activity. Make sure you
spend the minimum hours required on each activity listed over your whole WBE
placement period. This is necessary for you to meet the practical 2 assessment
requirements for each subject.



There is space in the activity table for you to record additional or ‘other activities’ that are
not already listed in the table. Be sure to include the names of these other activities in
the left hand column and the time you spent on each in the right hand column.



The journal part of your Daily Activity Log and Journal includes space for you to add
information or comment on what you did and learned each day. For instance, comment
on tasks, projects or meetings you participated in. Or note any special events that
occurred, like a power failure or safety drill. You can also comment on how your
experience made you feel. If you would like to, include relevant drawings, calculations or
workplace documents. If there is not enough space, add additional pages.



At the end of your WBE, please complete the ACTIVITY TABLE SUMMARY. This
involves adding up the total time you spent on each activity during your WBE. The
ACTIVITY TABLE SUMMARY is on the next page (page 18).



Remember to tick that you have completed the journal in the attendance register
table and ask your supervisor to sign each day of the register (on page 14).

The Daily Log and Journal must be completed during your work placement. This is the one
activity that CANNOT be completed when back at college.
Remember to look at the assessment rubric at the end of SECTION A before you complete the
Daily Log and Journal so that you know how you will be assessed on this.
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DAILY LOG AND JOURNAL
Activity table summary for full WBE period
The ACTIVITY TABLE SUMMARY below should be completed at the end of your WBE.




At the end of your WBE, add up the total time you spent on each activity during your
WBE.
Then write the total for each activity in the right hand column of the table next to the
activity.
Choose up to seven additional activities to include in your summary table and include the
total time you spent on these. Please write the names of the additional activities in the
left hand column and the total time spent on the activity in the right hand column.
TOTAL
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE SUMMARY FOR FULL WBE PERIOD:
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG AND JOURNAL: DAY 1

DATE ___________________

Department(s)/ section(s)
you visited or worked in
Names and job titles of
the main people you
worked with during the day

NAME

JOB TITLE

ACTIVITY TABLE: Complete the table below (a table like this needs to be completed for each day)
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period

JOURNAL: Add any comments about your day and what you did, experienced or learned
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG AND JOURNAL: DAY 2

DATE ___________________

Department(s)/ section(s)
you visited or worked in
Names and job titles of
the main people you
worked with during the day

NAME

JOB TITLE

ACTIVITY TABLE: Complete the table below (a table like this needs to be completed for each day)
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period

JOURNAL: Add any comments about your day and what you did, experienced or learned
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG AND JOURNAL: DAY 3

DATE ___________________

Department(s)/ section(s)
you visited or worked in
Names and job titles of
the main people you
worked with during the day

NAME

JOB TITLE

ACTIVITY TABLE: Complete the table below (a table like this needs to be completed for each day)
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period

JOURNAL: Add any comments about your day and what you did, experienced or learned
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG AND JOURNAL: DAY 4

DATE ___________________

Department(s)/ section(s)
you visited or worked in
Names and job titles of
the main people you
worked with during the day

NAME

JOB TITLE

ACTIVITY TABLE: Complete the table below (a table like this needs to be completed for each day)
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period

JOURNAL: Add any comments about your day and what you did, experienced or learned
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG AND JOURNAL: DAY 5

DATE ___________________

Department(s)/ section(s)
you visited or worked in
Names and job titles of
the main people you
worked with during the day

NAME

JOB TITLE

ACTIVITY TABLE: Complete the table below (a table like this needs to be completed for each day)
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period

JOURNAL: Add any comments about your day and what you did, experienced or learned
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG AND JOURNAL: DAY 6

DATE ___________________

Department(s)/ section(s)
you visited or worked in
Names and job titles of
the main people you
worked with during the day

NAME

JOB TITLE

ACTIVITY TABLE: Complete the table below (a table like this needs to be completed for each day)
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period

JOURNAL: Add any comments about your day and what you did, experienced or learned
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG AND JOURNAL: DAY 7

DATE ___________________

Department(s)/ section(s)
you visited or worked in
Names and job titles of
the main people you
worked with during the day

NAME

JOB TITLE

ACTIVITY TABLE: Complete the table below (a table like this needs to be completed for each day)
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period

JOURNAL: Add any comments about your day and what you did, experienced or learned
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG AND JOURNAL: DAY 8

DATE ___________________

Department(s)/ section(s)
you visited or worked in
Names and job titles of
the main people you
worked with during the day

NAME

JOB TITLE

ACTIVITY TABLE: Complete the table below (a table like this needs to be completed for each day)
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period

JOURNAL: Add any comments about your day and what you did, experienced or learned
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG AND JOURNAL: DAY 9

DATE ___________________

Department(s)/ section(s)
you visited or worked in
Names and job titles of
the main people you
worked with during the day

NAME

JOB TITLE

ACTIVITY TABLE: Complete the table below (a table like this needs to be completed for each day)
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period

JOURNAL: Add any comments about your day and what you did, experienced or learned
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG AND JOURNAL: DAY 10

DATE ___________________

Department(s)/ section(s)
you visited or worked in
Names and job titles of
the main people you
worked with during the day

NAME

JOB TITLE

ACTIVITY TABLE: Complete the table below (a table like this needs to be completed for each day)
ESTIMATED
TIME SPENT

ACTIVITY TABLE
Housekeeping: for example cleaning / sorting of work area, tools, equipment and materials **
Attending a work schedule briefing or other meeting ***
Inspecting tools: hand tools and / or power tools*
Completing documents: for example safety checklists, work schedules, fault finding, etc*
Testing and fault finding on a malfunctioning component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine, etc**
Repairing or maintaining an electrical component, device or condition (under
supervision): for example a circuit, power tool, domestic appliance, electrical machine *
Working with data books or technical / manufacturer manuals *
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
Other activities:
*

minimum 4 hours during WBE period

**

minimum 8 hours during WBE period
***

one meeting during WBE period

JOURNAL: Add any comments about your day and what you did, experienced or learned
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………..…………………………………………………...……………….........……
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
……………………………………...................…………………………………………………...………………
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ACTIVITY 3: INVESTIGATE THE WORKPLACE AND YOUR
CAREER PATH

Task 1.Overview of the workplace

Investigate the workplace
and your career path

Task 2.Health and safety
aspects
Task 3. Appreciate your career path

Instructions to complete tasks 1-3 of activity 3
The general workplace tasks 1 and 2 provide an overview of the workplace as well as
the policies and procedures typically found in an organisation. Task 3 focuses on the
field of study you have chosen.

Note: it is not necessary to complete each activity in full before you finish your WBE. But
before you leave your host employer make sure:


You have obtained all the information and supporting documents you need to
complete each activity once you are back at college.



You are certain that the information you have is correct.

Very importantly, you need to get your supervisor to sign the section A
attendance register and activity approval table (page 14) before you leave the
workplace. If an activity is not complete but you have obtained the information in an
acceptable manner your supervisor may sign the approval and you can then complete it
at college.

Please add extra pages to your task book if you need more space for any of your answers. Also,
do not forget to attach any of the documents required by the different activities in part 3.

Remember to look at the assessment rubric at the end of SECTION A to see how
each activity is marked. Please look at the rubric before you do the activities so that
you know how you are being assessed.
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Task 1: Overview of the Workplace
Now answer the following questions:
1.

Give the name of the employer hosting you.

……………………………………..……………………………………............……………………[1]
2.

What is the core (main) business of your host employer? Briefly describe this.

……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............……………………[3]
3.

What is the vision of your host employer? Write this below or attach a copy of your
employer’s vision statement to your task book.

……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............……………………[2]
4.

Obtain and attach one item of promotional material that relates to your host
employer. This could be a brochure, pamphlet, advertisement or a promotional page
from a website. Read the material and use a black pen or koki to circle the main
services or products being advertised in the material (do this on the material itself).
Now list at least TWO of these services or products below:

……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............……………………[6]
5. Does your host employer have other branches, offices, outlets or sites?
Yes
Tick yes or no.

No

If YES, indicate the geographical areas these are found in. If NO, provide a brief
description of the size and layout of the single branch / site.
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............……………………[3]
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6.

Draw an organisation structure diagram / organogram of the employer you are
based at. Clearly indicate the sections or departments and job titles related to Electrical
Infrastructure and Construction. Use a separate blank page for the sketch and staple
it to this page.
[5]

7.

Complete the table below on quality practices and controls at your host employer.

Does your host employer have any of the following quality controls? Tick yes or no.
 There is a quality department or section

Yes

No

 There is a quality policy

Yes

No

 There are signs or notices in the workplace about quality

Yes

No

Quality is judged by standards like: (1) the product or service is delivered on time, or (2) the product or
service is delivered to a specific standard. Give ONE example of how the employer ensures that the
quality of its services or products.

[5]

Task 2: Health and Safety
Task 2 focuses on health, safety and security aspects. Employers must ensure that they
do not harm their employees, clients or the environment. They also need to keep their
equipment, work and information safe from loss or damage.
To complete this task, you need to find out how your host employer manages health, safety,
security and environmental issues. You also need to find out about legislation that controls
this. To get the information you need, talk to employees at the workplace who are involved
in health, safety and environmental issues. Also look out for health, safety and security
signs, notices or rules displayed in the workplace. In addition, observe what employees
do to ensure that they are working safely.
Not all organisations have formal health, safety or security policies or
processes. But these organisations will have informal rules or
guidelines that they follow.
If your employer does not have formal policies on these issues, you can still complete this task.
Get the information you need by:




Asking your workplace mentor / supervisor about how the organisation informally
manages health, safety and security issues in the organisation.
Observing what employees do when they are working to ensure that they are not
endangering themselves, others, equipment or the environment.
Finding out about how other similar employers manage health and safety and then
basing your answers on this. Please indicate if your answers are not about your host
employer though.

Image: Digitalart / freedigitalphotos.net
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Now answer the following questions:
1. Complete the table below about the health and safety risks and hazards your host
employer needs to manage. Please read the instructions first.
Instructions:
 A: List TWO important health, safety, security and / or environmental hazards or
risks that your host employer has to guard against.
 B: Note who or what (e.g. equipment / work area / information) needs to be protected
from each hazard or risk mentioned in A.
 C: List ONE rule or procedure that must be followed to protect the people or things
mentioned in B from the risks and hazards identified.
 D: Identify the purpose of each rule or procedure mentioned in C.
TABLE: Risks and hazards and the precautionary measures and procedures
established to manage these
A. Main hazard or risk number 1:

B. Who or what must be
protected

C. Precautionary measure or
procedure (formal or
informal)

D. Why is this precautionary
measure or procedure in
place (i.e. how does it
minimise risk?)

A. Main hazard or risk number 2:

B. Who or what must be
protected

C. Precautionary measure or
procedure (formal or
informal)

D. Why is precautionary
measure or procedure in
place (i.e. how does it
minimise risk?)
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[8]
2.

Indicate if your host employer has the following in place by circling ‘yes’ or ‘no’:


Health and safety policy

Yes / No



Health and safety signs

Yes / No



Health and safety equipment

Yes / No



Health and safety awareness training

Yes / No



Health and safety evacuations drills

Yes / No
[5]

3.1 Name ONE piece of legislation that governs how an employer, like your employer,
should manage health and / or safety risks in relation to its employees, clients or the
environment.
……………………………………………………………..……………………………………….…[1]
3.2 Now explain the purpose of the legislation and how it governs health and safety.
……………………………………………………………..……………………………………………
……………………………………………………………..……………………………………………
……………………………………………………………..……………………………………………
……………………………………………………………..……………………………………….…[3]
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Task 3: Appreciate your career path
To assist you in fully understanding the career path you have chosen, you need to interview
someone who works in your field of study about his or her job and career development
path. The employee should at least have been employed for a period of two years at your
host employer.
Ask your supervisor to assist you in identifying a suitable person. Approach the person you
intend to interview and briefly explain the purpose of the interview. Ask for his/her permission
to participate.
This interview should not exceed 15 minutes.
Prepare for the meeting by reading through and thinking about the questions before the
interview.
If there is more than one student at the workplace at the same time as you, you could
conduct the interview together (this might be better for the workplace is it would take less
time). If you do this, please remember that every student must write up their own interview in
their own words.

Interview questions
1.

What is your name?………………………………….............……….………………………[1]

2.

What is your job title? ..…………………………...........…….….…………………………..[1]

3.

When did you start working in this workplace? …...........………….…..…………………[1]

4.

What is your immediate superior’s job title? ……….….…….............………………….........

……………………………………..……………………………………............……………………[1]
5.

What, if any, positions do you supervise? ………..……………….............……….......…….

……………………………………..…………………………………………………….....……………
...…………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………..[1]

6.

What are your main duties? ………………..………..……....………..………………………

……………………………………..……………………………………………………...….….……..
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………....
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...….……...[2]
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7.

What skills and personal qualities do you need to do your job?

Specific skills needed

Personal qualities needed (e.g. patience,
neatness, attention to detail, get on well with
others, etc.)

[4]

8.

What kind of training and qualifications do you need to do your job?

……………………………………..……………………………………………………...………….....
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………....
……………………………………..…………………………….………………………...…………[1]

9.

What are the most interesting/enjoyable aspects of your job?

……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………[2]
10. What are the least interesting/enjoyable aspects of your job?
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………[2]

11. Where did you work before and what did you do there?
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………[1]
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12. What factors have affected your career path in general (from your first job to the current
job) and more specifically in the workplace where you are currently employed?
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………[2]

13. What career opportunities are available in the workplace?
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………[2]

14. What advice on how to succeed would you give to someone coming into your field of
work?
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………[2]
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Section A: Assessment Rubric 1
Note: The mark allocation below is a guide to assess each question. The student cannot get ‘full marks’ merely
for answering a question. The answers to each question should be assessed in terms of the quality,
appropriateness and level of effort / analysis that the student has put into each answer.

SECTION A: General activities
Possible
mark per
question

Mark
achieved
by student

Activity 1: Workplace induction checklist
The student has completed the induction checklist in full

3

Activity 2: The daily log and journal
Activity table summary: The student has completed the minimum hours allocated to SIX
workplace activities (per activity)
Note: At least three activities included should be pre-specified activities. The other three can
come from the ‘other activities’ category. Pre-specified activities should meet the minimum hours
specified for them. At least 3 hours should have been spent on the other activities included

12

Daily activity log and journal – journal entries:

The student has completed a journal entry for each day spent in the workplace (5 marks)

Journal entries include descriptions and reflections on what was done, observed or learned.
Diagrams could also be included. High marks should be awarded for detailed, thoughtful
entries (10 marks)

Effort has clearly been put into the completion of journal entries (5 marks)

20

Subtotal for activity 2

32

Activity 3: Investigate the workplace and your career path – task 1
Question 1:The student has provided the name of the host employer ()

1

Question 2:The student has stated the core business of the host employer () and provided a
brief description ()

3

Question 3: The student has included the vision of the host employer either by writing this out in
their book or attaching a copy of it

2

Question 4: The student has:

attached ONE item of promotional material from the host employer – this can be a brochure,
pamphlet, advertisement or a promotional page from a website ( )

circled the main services or products being advertised ()

listed at least TWO of these services or products ()
Question 5:The student has:

indicated whether the employer has other branches / sites = yes/ no ()

if yes, the geographic location of branches is given, if no, a brief description of the size and
layout of the single branch / site is given ()
Question 6:The student has drawn an organisation structure / organogram of the employer’s
organisation, indicating the sections or departments and job titles related to ELECTRICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION (5 marks)
Question 7: The student has completed the quality controls table:

ticked yes or no to the THREE quality controls (per tick)

given ONE example of how the employer ensures that the quality of its
services or products is satisfactory ()
Subtotal for activity 3 - task 1

6

3

5

3 marks
5
2 marks
25
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Activity 3: Investigate the workplace and your career path – task 2
Question 1:The student has completed the risk and hazards table as follows:

A: listed TWO important health, safety, security and /or environmental
hazards or risks (per risk / danger)

B: noted who or what needs to be protected from each hazard or risk (per
person / thing)

C: listed ONE rule or procedure to protect the people or things (per rule or
procedure)

D: identified the purpose of each rule or procedure (per purpose described)

2 marks
8
2 marks
2 marks
2 marks

Question 2: The student has indicated whether the employer has the following in place:

Health and safety policy ()

Health and safety signs ()

Health and safety equipment ()

Health and safety awareness training ()

Health and safety evacuations drills ()

5

Question 3: The student has:

3.1named ONE piece of legislation that governs how the employer / similar employer should
manage health and/or safety risks in relation to its employees, clients or the environment ()

3.2 explained the purpose of the legislation and how it governs health and safety ()
Subtotal for activity 3 - task 2

4
17

Activity 3: Investigate the workplace and your career path – task 3
Question 1:The student has named the interviewee - the person being interviewed ()

1

Question 2:The student has stated the interviewee’s job title ()

1

Question 3:The student has stated when the interviewee started at the workplace ()

1

Question 4:The student has stated the job title of the interviewee’s immediate superior ()

1

Question 5:The student has indicated (with a yes/ no) whether any positions are supervised by
the interviewee () and listed the positions if relevant

1

Question 6: The student listed the interviewees main duties - at least TWO (per duty)

2

Question 7:The student has indicated:

at least TWO skills needed to do the job (per skill)

at least TWO personal qualities needed to do the job (per quality)

4

Question 8: The student has stated the training and qualifications needed for the job ()

1

Question 9: The student has stated the most interesting/enjoyable aspects of the job - at least
TWO (per aspect)
Question 10: The student has stated the least interesting/enjoyable aspects of the job - at least
TWO (per aspect)

2

Question 11: The student has stated where the interviewee worked before and what he/she did
there ()

1

Question 12: The student has listed at least TWO factors that affected the interviewee’s career
path in general and in the current job / workplace (per factor)

2

Question 13: The student has stated the career opportunities available in the workplace

2

Question 14: The student has noted the advice (on how to succeed) the interviewee would give
to someone entering the field

2

Subtotal for activity 3 - task 3

23

2

Total mark for section A out of 100
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PART 3 – SECTION B: SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

Section B:
Subject
activities

4. Conduct electrical tests and perform basic electrical
tasks in an industrial or domestic workplace
environment (EPP, EW and ESC)
5. Test and inspect power tools at the host employer
(EW and ESC)

6. Identify and work with electronic devices at the host
employer (Electronic Control and Digital Electronics)

Instructions to complete activities 4-6 of section B
Activities 4 to 6 refer to the specific vocational subjects in your study programme.
Remember, it is not necessary to complete each activity in full before you finish your
WBE. But before you leave your host employer make sure:


You have obtained all the information and supporting documents you need to
complete each activity once you are back at college.



You are certain that the information you have is correct.

Ensure that the host employer approval of section B activities is completed – see the
next page. On the last day of your work placement, once you have completed activities 4
to 6, ask your supervisor to check and sign this section. Your supervisor’s signature
means you have either completed the activities satisfactorily or obtained all the
information you need to complete any outstanding questions when back in the college.

In section B the marks per question are shown next to each question in the activity.
But remember to look at the assessment rubric after each activity to see how each
specific subject activity is marked. Please look at the rubric before you do the
activities so that you know how you are being assessed.
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SECTION B: EMPLOYER ACTIVITY APPROVAL

HOST EMPLOYER APPROVAL OF SECTION B ACTIVITIES
This approval is only needed once the student has completed tasks / gathered information for all
activities in section B.
The supervisor hereby agrees that the information included for each activity in SECTION B is accurate and
was gathered in an acceptable manner to the employer. Tick YES, if satisfactory or NO, if not.
Activity approved

Yes

No

Activity 4: Conduct electrical tests and perform basic electrical tasks in an
industrial or domestic workplace environment

Activity 5: Test and inspect power tools at the host employer

Activity 6: Identify and work with electronic devices at the host employer

Supervisor’s name (Print) __________________________________________________________

Supervisor (Signature)______________________________

Student (Signature)_______________________________

Date _______________________

Date _______________________
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SECTION B COMPLETION CHECKLIST:
PRIOR TO ASSESSMENT
This checklist lists the activities and questions that need to be completed in section B (activities 46).
 The student uses the checklist to keep track of what has been done and what still needs to
be done by ticking off each fully completed activity.

The lecturer / student WBE mentor uses the checklist to verify that:
o the subject activities have been completed in full
o the employer has approved and signed off section B
o the section is now ready for assessment

THINGS TO DO DURING AND AFTER YOUR WORK PLACEMENT
COMPLETION OF ACTIVITIES
Activity 4: Conduct
electrical tests and
perform basic
electrical tasks in an
industrial or
domestic workplace
environment
(Subjects: EPP, EW,
ESC)

Question 1 is complete.

Activity 5
Test and inspect
power tools at the
host employer
(Subjects: EW and
ESC)
Activity 6
Identify and work
with electronic
devices at the host
employer (Subject:
ECDE)

Questions 1 and 2 are complete.

Student
ticks

Lecturer
mentor
signature

/

Student
ticks

Lecturer
mentor
signature

/

Question 2 is complete – lockout and work permit documents
are attached.
Questions 3 and 4 are complete and recording documents
are attached for each question.
Question 5 is complete and all calculations are shown.
Question 6a is complete and a block diagram is included.
OR
Question 6b is complete and a drawing of a floor plan is
included.
Question 7a is complete and a schematic diagram is
attached.
OR
Questions 7b.1 and 7b.2 are complete.
Question 8 is complete.

Question 3 is complete and a sketch of the power tool is
included.
Question 4 is complete and includes a full record of tests
conducted.
Questions 1 to 6 are complete.
Question 7 is complete and includes a drawing of an IEC
symbol of a semi-conductor / electronic device.
Question 8 is complete and one page of a technical manual
is attached.
Question 9 is complete.
Questions 10 to 12 are complete.

EMPLOYER APPROVAL AND SIGNATURE OBTAINED
The employer has ticked off activity 4.
The employer has ticked off activity 5.
The employer has ticked off activity 6.
The employer has SIGNED OFF section B.

COLLEGE APPROVAL
The lecturer or student WBE mentor hereby agrees that SECTION B of the task book is complete and ready for
assessment.
College lecturer / mentor name (Print) ________________________________________________________
College lecturer / mentor (Signature)___________________________

Date _______________________
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Activity 4: Conduct electrical tests and perform basic
electrical tasks in an industrial or domestic workplace
environment
Subject
Electrical Workmanship
Electrical Principles and
Practice
Electrical Systems and
Construction

ACTIVITY FOCUS
Topic
4
2
1
2
3
5

Subject Outcomes
1
1
4
1
1
1

This activity focuses on a range of electrical tests and tasks you will be exposed to in either
a commercial / industrial environment or a domestic environment.
Please complete all the questions that follow and attach the documents required.
 Note that this activity must be completed for you to meet the requirements of
practical task 2 for the subjects ‘Electrical Workmanship’, ‘Electrical Principles
and Practice’ as well as the optional subject ‘Electrical Systems and
Construction’.
 Make sure you have obtained all the information you need BEFORE you leave the
employer. This will assist you to complete any unfinished questions on your return to
college.

Different types of workplaces
During your WBE you could be placed in different types of organisations:
 An industrial environment is a factory or large plant, for example a mining plant.
 A commercial environment usually refers to larger businesses, such as a shopping centre.
But it can also refer to a hospital, a municipality or a security company where you will
maintain different electrical components, devices or conditions.
 A domestic workplace environment is one where you work on new installations and the
maintenance of installations of houses, schools and small companies.
Questions 1 to 5 can be completed in all types of organisations but you may need to answer a
different set of questions from question 6 depending on the environment in which you are
placed. See the table below.

If in an industrial /commercial environment
answer the following questions
1-5
6a
7a
8

If in a domestic type of environment answer
the following questions
1-5
6b
7b
If you are not exposed to motors, complete this
question at the College.
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Remember to work under supervision when testing, fault finding and repairing any device or
condition at the host employer.
If you are not given the opportunity to work directly on a device / condition complete the questions in this
activity by carefully observing what the workplace technician does in relation to the area of work covered in the
question.

Complete the questions that follow:
1.

Describe the area of work / key electrical tasks you perform or observe at the
workplace. Remember to use the correct terms.

……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………….…......…[4]
2.

Explain lockout and work permit procedures as applied in the company /
organisation and attach necessary documents. If documents are not available create
your own safety checklist – stating all procedures.

…………….......………………………..……………………………..…………………............….....
…………….......………………………..……………………………..…………………............….....
…………….......………………………..……………………………..…………………............….....
…………….......………………………..……………………………..…………………............….....
…………….......………………………..……………………………..…………………............….....
…………….......………………………..……………………………..…………………............….....
…………….......………………………..……………………………..…………………............….....
…………….......………………………..……………………………..…………………............….....
…………………………......…………..……………………………..……………….................…[5]
3.

Perform an earth leakage relay test on THREE sockets mounted in the organisation or
home (wherever the distribution box is).




Record test results for each socket using the organisation’s documents OR
create your own recording documents – create a table showing test results for
each socket.
Attach documents at the end of this activity.
[2X3=6]
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4.

Test the resistance of the earth continuity conductor of THREE domestic appliances
/ power tools in a home or the workplace.




5.

Record test results using the organisation’s documents OR
create your own recording documents – create a table showing test results.
Attach documents at the end of this activity.
[2X3=6]

Identify ONE appliance or machine at the host employer (either industrial / commercial
or domestic) and find its nameplate.

5.1 Name of appliance / machine:....................................................................................[1]

5.2 Record all the information on the nameplate:
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………............….......
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………............….......
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………............….......
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………............….......
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………............….......
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………...............…[2]

5.3 Use the information on the nameplate to calculate the power factor, the apparent
power and the reactive power of the appliance or machine. Show all calculations.
[3X4=12]
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5.4 From your answers in 5.1 to 5.3 above, state whether the power factor is ideal for the
appliance or machine. Tick yes or no:
[1]
Yes

No

If yes, state the reasons for your answer:
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………............….......
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………...................…
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………...............……
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………...............…[3]
OR
If no, state the reasons for your answer:
……………………………………..…...…………………………..…………………............……
…………………………………….....……………………………..…………………............……
…………………………………….....……………………………..…………………............……
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………...............…[3]

6.

If you are in an industrial / commercial environment answer 7a.
If you are in a domestic environment answer 7b.

6a. Sketch a block diagram of a typical electrical supply to the customer (plant or factory),
showing how the supply is distributed to main points around the plant. Show all
transformer applications, main distribution boards and typical operating voltages.
Draw on a separate page and attach.

[8]
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6b. Draw a floor plan of a building or house or premises where you are working. Name and
label all components and indicate from where they are supplied. Your drawing can be
based on documents used by the organisation or what you observe – the drawing does
not need to be to scale.
(If the space below is not enough draw and attach as a separate document):
[8]
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7.

If you are in an industrial / commercial environment answer 7a.
If you are in a domestic environment answer 7b.

7a. Obtain (or draw) a schematic diagram of one sub-circuit in the organisation. Attach
the diagram to the task book. Name and label FOUR components in the diagram and
explain the operation of the circuit.
Diagram attached? Tick:

Yes:

List the four components indicated on the diagram (remember to correctly number each
component on the diagram):
Components:

1=
2=
3=
4=
[4]
Explain the operation of the circuit:
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………............………….
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
………………………..……………..…………………………...…..…………………............……[3]
7b (answer 7.b.1 AND 7.b.2)
7.b.1. Based on the work (either maintenance or a new installation) being completed at a
domestic installation; develop a list of materials and parts needed to complete the
job. Complete the table below:
Brief description of the
domestic job:

List the materials and
parts needed:

[4]
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7.b.2. Conduct (or observe a technician conducting) pre-commissioned inspections and
hand-over procedures. Attach at least TWO documents as evidence.
Describe the inspections and procedures:
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………............………….
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………..…………………........................[3]

Question 8 below should only be completed if you do Electrical Systems and Construction
(ESC) as an optional subject.
If you do ESC but are not exposed to a three-phase motor during your placement you
can complete question 8 when you return to college.
Ask your lecturer to help you with this task.

8. Conduct electrical tests on a three-phase motor (or observe a technician testing a
three-phase motor). Include information on the instrument and scale used, the test
conducted and record all results.
Complete the table below:
Scale and instrument
used

[2]

Specific name/s
test conducted

.

of

Readings of test

State if acceptable or
not acceptable AND
conclusions

[3]

[1]

[1]

[2]

[3]

[1]

[1]

[2]

[3]

[1]

[1]
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Rubric 2: Conduct electrical tests and perform basic
electrical tasks in an industrial or domestic workplace
environment
Note: The mark allocation below is a guide to assess each question. The student cannot get ‘full marks’ merely
for answering a question. The answers to each question should be assessed in terms of the quality,
appropriateness and level of effort / analysis that the student has put into each answer.

Acronym Key:

EPP - Electrical Principles and Practice
EW - Electrical Workmanship
ESC - Electrical Systems and Construction

ACTIVITY 4: Conduct electrical tests and perform basic electrical tasks in an industrial or
domestic workplace environment
(Electrical Principles and Practice + Electrical Workmanship + Electrical Systems and
Construction)
Possible
mark per
question

Question 1: The student has described the area of work / key electrical tasks at the
workplace - using the correct terms (4 marks)

4

Question 2: The student has explained lockout and work permit procedures as applied in the
company / organisation and attached organisational documents or a safety checklist created by
the student (4 marks for a description of procedures, for documents)

5

Question 3: The student has performed an earth leakage relay test on THREE sockets
mounted in the organisation or home and attached recording documents (per documented
record for each socket)

Mark
achieved by
student

E
P
P

E
W

E
S
C

E
P
P

E
W

E
S
C

E
P
P

E
W

E
S
C

E
P
P

E
W

E
S
C

E
P
P

E
W

E
S
C

6

Question 4: The student has tested the resistance of the earth continuity conductor of THREE
domestic appliances / power tools in a home or the workplace (per documented record for
each appliance / power tool)

6

Question 5: The student has:
5.1 Named one appliance / machine ()

1 marks

5.2 Recorded all the information on the nameplate ()

2 marks

5.3 Used the information on the nameplate to calculate (showing all calculations)
the power factor (4 marks), the apparent power (4 marks) and the reactive power
(4 marks) of the appliance or machine

19
12 marks
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5.4 Indicated with a yes or no whether the power factor is ideal for the appliance or
machine () a reason is provided for the yes/no answer – ()

4 marks

Question 6: The student has:
6a Drawn a block diagram of a typical electrical supply to the customer (plant or factory),
showing how the supply is distributed to main points around the plant. Showing all transformer
applications, main distribution boards and typical operating voltages (8 marks)

E
P
P

E
W

E
S
C

E
P
P

E
W

E
S
C

E
P
P

E
W

E
S
C

E
P
P

E
W

E
S
C

8

OR
6b Drawn a floor plan of a building or house or premises where he/she is working by labelling
all components and indicating from where they are supplied (8 marks)
Question 7: The student has:
7a Obtained (or drawn) a schematic diagram of one sub-circuit in the organisation and:



named and labelled FOUR components in the diagram (4 marks)
explained the operation of the circuit ()

OR

7

7b1 Completed the table of materials and parts needed to complete the domestic installation (4
marks)
7b2 Conducted (or observe a technician conducting) pre-commissioned inspections and handover procedures, attached at least TWO documents as evidence, as well as described the
inspections and procedures ()
Question 8: The student has conducted electrical tests on a three-phase motor
(or observed a technician testing a three-phase motor). The student has
completed the table





specifying the instrument and scale used (for each block in column 1)
specifying the test conducted (for each block in column 2)
recording all test results (for each block in column 3)
stating whether the reading is acceptable or not and stated a conclusion (for
each block in column 4)

Activity 4 mark allocated to each subject

6 marks
9 marks

21

3 marks
3 marks
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Activity 5: Test and Inspect Power Tools at the Host
Employer.
Subject
Electrical Systems and
Construction

ACTIVITY FOCUS
Topic
4

Subject Outcomes
1

4

1

Electrical Workmanship

The activity focuses on the testing and inspecting of power tools.
Please complete all the questions that follow and attach the documents required.
 Note that this activity must be completed for you to meet the requirements of
practical task 2 for the subjects ‘Electrical Systems and Construction’ and
‘Electrical Workmanship’.
 Make sure you have obtained all the information you need BEFORE you leave the
employer. This will assist you to complete any unfinished questions on your return to
college.

Complete the questions that follow:
1. Identify TWO power tools used in the workplace and complete the table:
Name of power tool
1.

What is the tool used for in the workplace?

[1]

[1]

[1]

[1]

2.

2. Select ONE of the power tools listed above to test and inspect:
........................................................
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3. Draw a sketch of the power tool. Clearly mark all switches and terminals [2].

4. Describe the pre-use inspection for the powertool.
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………[2]

5. Describe all safety precautions that need to be taken while using the powertool.
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...……………
……………………………………..……………………………………………………...…………[2]
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6. Conduct at least TWO tests on the power tool (or observe a technician conducting
tests). Record how each test was conducted, the test readings and the diagnosis by
completing the table below.
RECORD of TESTS CONDUCTED
Test Conducted (1)
[1]
Instrument Used
[1]
Reading Obtained
[1]
Diagnosis / Conclusion

[2]
Test Conducted (2)
[1]
Instrument Used
[1]
Reading Obtained
[1]
Diagnosis / Conclusion

[2]
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Rubric 3: Test and Inspect Power Tools at the Host
Employer
Note: The mark allocation below is a guide to assess each question. The student cannot get ‘full marks’ merely
for answering a question. The answers to each question should be assessed in terms of the quality,
appropriateness and level of effort / analysis that the student has put into each answer.

Acronym Key:

EW - Electrical Workmanship
ESC - Electrical Systems and Construction

ACTIVITY 5: Test and Inspect Power Tools at the Host Employer
(Electrical Workmanship + Electrical Systems and Construction)
Possible
mark per
question

Question 1: The student has identified TWO power tools () used in the workplace and
described what the tool is used for in the workplace ( )

Mark achieved
by student

EW

ESC

EW

ESC

EW

ESC

EW

ESC

4

Question 2: The student has drawn a sketch of ONE power tool - clearly marking all switches
and terminals ()
Question 3: The student has described the pre-use inspection for the powertool ()

2

2

Question 4: The student has described all safety precautions that need to be taken while using
the powertool ()

2

Question 5: The student has conducted at least TWO tests on the power tool (or
observed a technician conducting tests) and completed the record sheet as follows:





the test conducted (per test)
the instrument used (per instrument used in each test)
the reading obtained (per reading for each)
the diagnosis / conclusion (per diagnosis for each test)

Activity 5 mark allocated to each subject

2 marks
2 marks
2 marks
4 marks

10
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Activity 6: Identify and work with electronic devices at
the host employer
Subject
Electrical Control and Digital
Electronics

ACTIVITY FOCUS
Topic
3
5

Subject Outcomes
1 and 2
1

The activity focuses on the electronic devices and circuits at the host employer. The activity
requires you to:






Examine the electronic environment at the workplace.
List and describe the use of tools and measuring instruments used in electronic tasks.
Work with (or observe a technician working with) semi-conductors / electronic components
manuals.
Fault find (or observe a technician fault find) on an electronic circuit.
Work with (or observe a technician working with) PLCs.

Please complete all the questions that follow and attach the documents required.
 Note that this activity must be completed for you to meet the requirements of
practical task 2 for the subjects ‘Electrical Control and Digital Electronics’.
 Make sure you have obtained all the information you need BEFORE you leave the
employer. This will assist you to complete any unfinished questions on your return to
college.

Finding electronic devices to work with or observe at your host employer.

This activity can be completed in any type of organisation / business that works with
electronics and circuits. You can complete this activity in different types of host employers as
long as the employer works with electronics of some kind.
 If you are working in a large factory you could see a range of control panels, access
controls, display boards, etc.
 If you are working for a security company you could also see a range of control
panels, printed circuit boards, alarm systems with different circuits, etc.
 If you are working in a shopping mall or hospital you could see copy machines,
computers, cashier machines, etc.
....

Remember to work under supervision when testing, fault finding and repairing any device or
condition at the host employer.
If you are not given the opportunity to work directly on a device / condition, complete the questions in this
activity by carefully observing what the workplace technician does in relation to the area of work covered in the
question.
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Complete the questions that follow:
The electronic environment at the host employer
1.

Describe the general electronic tasks performed by technicians in the workplace.

……………………………………..……………………………..…………………............………….
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............…………….......…[4]
2.

Describe THREE measures / procedures put in place to protect the electronic
equipment from electrostatic discharge (ESD) at the workplace. Complete the table
below:

Name the precautionary measure

Why is the measure in place? Give examples of
its use at the employer.

[1]

[1]

[1]

[1]

[1]

[1]
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Tools and equipment used in electronic tasks
3.

List FIVE tools that you have worked with or observed a technician using during your
placement. Remember to use the correct terms.

Complete the table below.
List the tools used in an electronic
task at the employer
Tool 1:

Give an example of how each tool was used in
each task

[½]

[½]

[½]

[½]

[½]

[½]

[½]

[½]

[½]

[½]

Tool 2:

Tool 3:

Tool 4:

Tool 5:

4.

List TWO types of electronic measuring instruments that you have worked with or
observed a technician using during your placement. Remember to use the correct
terms (e.g. voltmeter, ohmmeter).

Complete the table below.
List measuring instruments
used in an electronic task at
the employer
Instrument 1:
[1]

Give an example of how the instrument is used in the
task or connected in the circuit
Show how the instrument was used by means of a
labelled drawing:

[1]
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Instrument 2:

[1]

What is the SI unit of the reading taken?

[1]

Explain the result or finding:

[1]

Show how the instrument was used by means of a
labelled drawing:

What is the SI unit of the reading taken?

[1]
[1]

Explain the result or finding:

[1]

Working with semi-conductors / electronic components manuals
5.

State the type of equipment / appliance you were working with / observing the
technician working with.
……………………………………..……………………………………............……………...........…
…………………...………………..……………………………………............…………….......... [1]

6.

Name one semi-conductor on the circuit board (of the equipment / appliance):

…………………………..………..……………………………………............…………….......… [1]
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7.

Draw a fully labelled IEC symbol of the semi-conductor / electronic component you
stated in question 6.
[2]

8.

Use a data book, technical manual or the internet to find the operational limits of the
semi-conductor (in question 6). Attach a copy of one page of the technical manual to
this task book
[1 for attaching].
Complete the table below:

What is the
conductor?

function

of

the

semi-

[1]
State the operational limit of the semiconductor:

[1]
Give the part number printed on the semiconductor. Name an equivalent
replacement part.

[2]
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Fault finding on an electronic circuit / component
9.

Identify one faulty circuit / component that you worked on or observed a technician
working on.
Note: the component can be the same as the component identified in questions 5
and 6 or a new component that you are working on.
Answer the following questions:

9a.

Name the type of faulty circuit / component:

…………………………………..………………………..……………............…………….......… [1]
9b.

What is the function of the circuit / component?

……………………………………..…….......……………………………............………...……....…
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............……………….......[2]
9c.

State the steps that were followed by the technician (and / or yourself) to identify and
rectify the fault on the circuit / component. Complete the table below.

Symptom
fault)

(identify

the

Probable cause (diagnoses
and analyses)

Corrective measure taken
by the technician to repair
or replace parts on the
circuit

[1]

[1]

[1]

Working with PLCs
{Note: if you are not exposed to PLCs during your placement you can complete questions
10 to 12 when you return to college}
10.

Name the type of PLC used at the host employer:

……………………………………..……………………………………............…………………....[1]
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11.

Describe the control process and sequence that operates the system:

……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………………
……………………………………..……………………………………............………………....…[3]
12.

What is used for input and output devices? Complete the table below.

State TWO types of inputs

What is the function of each?

[1]

[1]

[1]
State TWO types of outputs

[1]
What is the function of each?

[1]

[1]

[1]

[1]
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Rubric 4: Identify and work with electronic devices at
the host employer
Note: The mark allocation below is a guide to assess each question. The student cannot get ‘full marks’ merely
for answering a question. The answers to each question should be assessed in terms of the quality,
appropriateness and level of effort /analysis the student has put into each answer.

ACTIVITY 6: Identify and work with electronic devices at the host employer
(Electronic Control and Digital Electronics)
Possible
mark per
question

Question 1: The student has described the general electronic tasks performed by technicians
in the workplace (4 marks)

Mark
achieved
by student

4

Question 2: The student has:



named THREE precautionary measures in place to protect electronic
equipment from ESD at the workplace (per measure)
provided reasons (with examples) of why each measure is in place (per
reason)

3 marks
6
3 marks

Question 3: The student has:



Iisted FIVE tools used in an electronic task at the employer (½mark per tool)

2½marks

provided an example of how each tool was used in each task (½ mark per
example)

2½marks

5

Question 4: The student has:


listed TWO measuring instruments used in an electronic task at the
employer(mark per instrument)

2 mark



shown how each instrument is used by means of a detailed drawing (used in
the task or connected in the circuit)(mark per drawing)

2 marks



stated the SI unit of the reading taken for the particular test (per SI unit)



explained the result / finding (per explanation)

8

2 marks
2 marks

Question 5: The student has stated the type of equipment / appliance working with ()

1

Question 6: The student has identified ONE semi-conductor on the circuit board ()

1

Question 7: The student has drawn the IEC symbol of the semi-conductor / electronic
component observed in an electronic circuit at the host employer ()

2

Question 8: The student has used a data book, technical manual or the internet to
find the operational limits of the semi-conductor. The student has:

1 mark



stated the function of the semi-conductor ()



stated the operational limit of the semi-conductor ()

1 mark



given the part number printed on the semi-conductor and named an
equivalent replacement part ()

2 marks



attached a copy of one page of the technical manual to the task book ()

1 mark

Question 9: The student has identified one faulty circuit / component he/she worked on or
observed a technician working on. The student has:
a)

5

6

named the type of circuit / component ()
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b)

described the function of the circuit / component ()

c)

stated the steps followed to identify and rectify the fault on the circuit / component; stating
the:


symptom ()



probable cause()



corrective measure ()

Question 10: The student has named the type of PLC used at the host employer ()

1

Question 11: The student has described the control process and sequence that operates the
system ()

3

Question 12: The student has stated what is used for input and output devices by:


Stating TWO types of inputs (per input) and the function of each (per function)



Stating TWO types of outputs (per output) and the function of each (per function)

8

Total mark for activity 6 out of 50
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SUMMARY FOR PROVIDING FEEDBACK ON WBE

After

AFTER YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR WBE, prepare a summary of it using
the questions below. Use this summary to give feedback on your
experience when back at college. You might be asked to do a
presentation on your WBE to other students, college staff or even
employers.

1. Where did you do your WBE?

2. What does the workplace do?

3. Name a few of the jobs in your field of work that are found in the workplace.

4. What role do people working in your field of work play in the workplace?

5. What is your impression of the way people in the workplace relate to each other and work
together?

6. Provide a summary of the main things you were involved in and learned during your
placement.

7. Was this learning experience valuable for you? Give a reason for your answer.

8. What advice would you give to another student about to go into a WBE placement?

Helpful tips for making a presentation:





Bring at least ONE resource to enhance your presentation (for example: a picture of the workplace you
visited; a workplace brochure; a task instruction or specification; a policy or procedure; or an agenda of a
meeting you attended).
Use notes (in whatever form) appropriately and sparingly.
Speak clearly and pace yourself (don’t speak too fast)
Make eye contact with your audience.
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PART 4: CONFIRMATION AND EVALUATION OF WBE
Workplace

Part 4: Confirmation
& Evaluation of WBE

After

Employer letter to confirm student work experience
Employer evaluation of student
Student evaluation of WBE

Instructions to complete Part 4:
The confirmation of WBE and evaluation takes place once you have finished the WBE
placement. Some of the documents need to be completed before you leave the workplace
and others when back at the college.

Before you leave the host employer
Make sure you have the completed the Employer Confirmation letter and the Employer
Evaluation:


The Employer Confirmation Letter confirms your placement with the employer
and indicates what work experience you received. This will assist you to get
employment in the future. Make sure that your employer stamps the top of
the letter.



The Employer Evaluation provides the opportunity for your host employer to
evaluate your performance during your placement. You need to make sure that this
is completed by your host employer before you leave the workplace.

When back at the college
Evaluate your WBE by completing the Student Evaluation in full.

Your last steps before you leave your employer
Remember you cannot easily go back to your host employer. Make sure you have a
completed confirmation letter and evaluation from your employer BEFORE you leave.
Also do a final check to see that you have all the information and signatures you need.
Remember to thank your employer in person when you leave and in writing – it is a good idea to
send an email of thanks.
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EMPLOYER LETTER TO CONFIRM STUDENT WORK
EXPERIENCE PROVIDED
Employer letterhead/stamp

Date……………………………..
Confirmation of student work experience
This letter serves to confirm that …………………………………………………....(name of student)
spent ……….(number of days) with …………………………..………………..(name of employer) from
..……..…..…….…… to …….……...……..……. (placement dates) to gain workplace experience. At the
time, the student was completing level 2 / level 3 / level 4 (circle relevant year of study) of the National
Certificate (Vocational) in …………………………………………………………..…………. (name of
programme) at ……………………………………………………….….….. (name of college).
Key areas in which work exposure and experience were provided include:
……………………………………………………..…………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………..…………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………..…………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………..…………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………..…………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………..…………………………………………………….
………………………………………....
Name of employer representative
…………………….…………….…….
Job title
…………………………………..…….
Signature
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EMPLOYER EVALUATION OF STUDENT
Please complete the following evaluation on the student hosted.
Name of student ……………………………………………………………………………………….
1.

Rating of students. Circle the number that best applies in each case where 1 = very
poor, 2 = poor, 3 = fair, 4 = good, and 5 = very good.
ITEM BEING RATED

RATING

Vocational and technical knowledge. The student displayed knowledge of
his/her career field appropriate to his/her level of study.

1

2

3

4

5

Practical competence. The student was able to effectively carry out tasks at
a level appropriate to his/her level of training.

1

2

3

4

5

Ability to learn. The student was able to easily learn new things.

1

2

3

4

5

Interest in work. The student asked questions and showed an interest in the
work.

1

2

3

4

5

Takes initiative. The student looked for work to do and acted voluntarily.

1

2

3

4

5

Communication skills. The student was able to make her / himself
adequately understood and could follow spoken and written instructions.

1

2

3

4

5

Punctuality. The student arrived at work on time and kept time.

1

2

3

4

5

Works neatly and cleans up afterwards. The student produced neat work
and willingly engaged in the process of cleaning up after completing a task.

1

2

3

4

5

Health, safety, security and legality. The student understood and followed
industry-relevant health, safety, security and legal practices.

1

2

3

4

5

Attitude and cooperation. The student showed willingness and had a good
attitude and was able to get along with others.

1

2

3

4

5

2.

Overall comments on the student’s performance

………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………….……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………….……………………………………………………………………………………………
3.

Does the student display the qualities you would look for in an employee? Please
explain.

…………….……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………….……………………………………………………………………………………………
Name…………………….…..………………… Job title.....………….……………..………………
Signature ………………….………..….……..
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STUDENT EVALUATION OF WBE
INSTRUCTION TO COMPLETE THE EVALUATION
Answer the questions that follow about your workplace experience.
1. Did you feel adequately prepared by your college for your work placement? Explain your answer.
For instance, did you have some information about the employer hosting you? Did you know what
would be required of you and how to complete your task book?
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
2. Was your workplace-based experience relevant to what you have learned in your programme at
college? If yes, give a few examples of how it related to this.
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
3. Rate and comment on the value of your workplace-based experience.
Not at all useful

Not that useful

Fairly useful

Very useful

Extremely useful

Give reasons for your rating ………...……………………………………………………………………
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
4. What did you find most valuable about your workplace-based experience?
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
5. What did you find least valuable about your workplace-based experience?
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
6. How do you think your experience could have been improved?
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
7. Do you have any other comments?
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
………………………………….…………………………………………………………...………………………
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PART 5: ASSESSMENT

Instructions to assess the workplace-based experience
practical 2 tasks
In total there are FOUR assessment rubrics, which together provide a mark for practical task
2 for each vocational subject and the optional subject.


Section A is assessed using ONE rubric, found at the end of section A.



Each activity in section B is assessed using a subject specific rubric, found at the end
of each activity. There are THREE section B rubrics.

Section

Rubric

Activity assessed

Subject
assessed

Section A

Rubric 1

Activity 1: Induction Checklist

Relevant to all
subjects

Activity 2: Daily Log and Journal
Activity 3: Investigate the workplace and your career path
Task 1: Overview of the workplace
Task 2: Health and safety
Task 3: Appreciate your career path
Section B

Rubric 2

Activity 4: Conduct electrical tests and perform basic
electrical tasks in an industrial or domestic workplace
environment

Rubric 3

Activity 5: Test and Inspect Power Tools at the Host
Employer

Rubric 4

Activity 6: Identify and work with electronic devices at the

host employer

Each rubric clearly stipulates the assessment criteria linked to each question in the activity.
Marks are allocated for each criterion (and sub-items of a criterion).
Marks allocated to rubrics / subjects:
 Rubric 1 is assessed out of a total of 100 marks.
 Rubrics 2, 3 (when added together) provide 50 marks for Electrical Workmanship,
Electrical Principles and Practice as well as Electrical Systems and Construction.
 Rubric 4 provides 50 marks for Electronic Control and Digital Electronics.
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Rubric 2 integrates three subjects - Electrical Workmanship, Electrical Principles and
Practice as well as Electrical Systems and Construction. When marking the rubric record the
student’s mark in the available subject block using only white blocks and not grey blocks. In
other words, one question can provide a mark for more than one subject. In the example
below the student can get a mark for EW and ESC but not EPP:
Question 2: The student has explained lockout and work permit procedures as applied in the
company / organisation and attached organisational documents or a safety checklist created by
the student (4 marks for a description of procedures, for documents)

5

E
P
P

E
W

E
S
C

Rubric 3 integrates two subjects - Electrical Workmanship as well as Electrical Systems and
Construction. Marks received for each question count for both subjects. See the example:
Question 2: The student has drawn a sketch of ONE power tool - clearly marking all switches
and terminals (four marks)

EW
4

Completing the mark table:
The MARK TABLE (on the next page) should be used to record and calculate your final
mark for practical task 2 for each VOCATIONAL subject and the OPTIONAL subject. Section
A provides half the total mark for each subject and the subject-specific section the other half.

Calculating the EPP mark:


Section A: Rubric 1 (mark divided by 2) + Section B: Rubric 2 (EPP column in rubric) =
mark for EPP.

Calculating EW and ESC marks:
The EW and ESC activities are integrated and the mark for each of these subjects is
calculated as follows:


Section A: Rubric 1 (mark divided by 2) + Section B: Rubric 2 (EW or ESC column in
rubric) + Section B: Rubric 3 (ESC or EW column in rubric) = mark for the particular
subject (EW or ESC).

Calculating Electronic Control and Digital Electronics (ECDE) marks:


Section A: Rubric 1 (mark divided by 2) + Section B: Rubric 4 = ECDE
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ESC

MARK TABLE
NC (V) ELECTRICAL INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION LEVEL 4
WORKPLACE-BASED EXPERIENCE PRACTICAL 2 TASKS

Name of Student

MARK ALLOCATION
Please insert marks for each section and rubric as indicated in the table below to reach the final mark for
the three VOCATIONAL subjects and the OPTIONAL subject.
Electrical
Principles
and Practice

Mark
achieved
by student

Electrical
Workmanship

Mark
achieved
by student

Electrical
Systems and
Construction

Mark
achieved
by student

Electronic
Control and
Digital
Electronics

SECTION A:
Rubric 1

SECTION A:
Rubric 1

SECTION A:
Rubric 1

SECTION A:
Rubric 1

(divide mark
by 2)

(divide mark
by 2)

(divide mark
by 2)

(divide mark
by 2)

SECTION B:
Rubric 2

SECTION B:
Rubric 2

SECTION B:
Rubric 2

SECTION B:
Rubric 4

(transfer mark
directly from
rubric)

(transfer mark
directly from
rubric)

(transfer mark
directly from
rubric)

(transfer mark
directly from
rubric)

SECTION B:
Rubric 3

SECTION B:
Rubric 3

(transfer mark
directly from
rubric)

(transfer mark
directly from
rubric)

TOTAL (100)

TOTAL (100)

TOTAL (100)

TOTAL (100)

Electrical
Principles
and Practice
PRAC 2 (%)

Electrical
Workmanship
PRAC 2 (%)

Electrical
Systems
and
Construction
PRAC 2 (%)

Electronic
Control and
Digital
Electronics
PRAC 2 (%)

Mark
achieved
by student

Signature of Lecturer:
Electrical Principles and Practice
Signature of Lecturer:
Electrical Workmanship
Signature of Lecturer:
Electrical Systems and Construction
Signature of lecturer:
Electronic Control and Digital Electronics
Signature of Student
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